The problem of information overload motivated the appearance of Recommender Systems.
Introduction
Recommender Systems (RSs) were proposed to deal with the problem of information overload [5] . The basic idea is to embody a system with the ability to recommend to a specific user the most relevant items among a set of existing options. The success of these systems is clear in both academia and industry [25] . However, the recommendation problem is not without flaws. One of the current challenges is the lack of guidance regarding which RS algorithm would be more adequate for a given task, and, more importantly, why. Current strategies to deal with this problem involve the evaluation of every available algorithm for each problem to decide which one is more adequate. This is an expensive approach, not only regarding time, but also considering human and computational resources. An automatic alternative for algorithm selection that overcome such drawbacks is Metalearning (MtL).
MtL [6] uses Machine Learning (ML) techniques to obtain predictive models, which associate characteristics of tasks to the respective performance of algorithms. The methodology initially involves extracting characteristics from a dataset, named metafeatures, and assessing the relative performance of a group of algorithms, which will be used as metalabels.
Afterwards, this information for several datasets is used to induce a predictive model able to represent the relationship between the metafeatures and metalabels of these datasets. If this model has a high predictive performance, it would will be able to predict the most promising algorithm without the overhead of running a full-fledged empirical evaluation and to explain why RS algorithms perform best/worst [41] .
This work focuses first on providing a systematic literature review on the problem of algorithm selection for RSs. The related work is reviewed on the key dimensions required to solve the algorithm selection problem. In each dimension, the extent of the research conducted so far is discussed and lines of research for future work are suggested. Afterwards, the most suitable related work strategies for algorithm selection for Collaborative Filtering (CF) are experimentally evaluated. The experiments allow to compare the effects of the different metafeatures on the same experimental setup. A large experimental study of baselevel datasets, algorithms and evaluation metrics is conducted. Afterwards, each MtL strategy is implemented and evaluated on the same metalevel setup, i.e. same metatarget, meta-algorithms and evaluation measures. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the behavior of the current state of the art approaches with regards to several aspects of the algorithm selection problem.
This document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review on RS, focusing on CF and the evaluation protocol. Section 3 presents the methodology of algorithm selection using MtL. Next, Section 4 presents the process for systematic review on the related work about algorithm selection for RSs. Section 5 is responsible to present the empirical study performed on a subset of the Metalearning approaches discussed previously. Section 6 highlights the final conclusions and points out future work directions.
Recommender Systems
This section presents the basic aspects of RSs, with a focus on CF recommendations. It also describes how the performance RSs are usually evaluated.
Overview
Several RSs have been proposed in the last decades. One of the main aspects that differentiates these systems is the followed approach. These strategies can be roughly divided into eight approaches: Collaborative Filtering (CF) [37] , Content based Filtering [4] , Social based Filtering [23] , Knowledge based Filtering [4] , Hybrid Filtering [7] , Context-aware Filtering [1] , Deep Learning-based Recommendations [20, 44] and Group Recommendations (GR) [30] . Since the majority of the focus of the MtL studies lies on CF, only this strategy will be further discussed in this paper. Further information regarding the remaining strategies is available elsewhere [1, 5, 46] .
Collaborative Filtering
CF recommendations are based on the premise that a user will like the items favored by a similar user, which is an user with similar preferences. It uses the (implicit or explicit) feedback from each individual user to recommended items among similar users [46] . Explicit feedback is a numerical value, proportional to the user's likeliness towards an item. Implicit feedback, on the other hand, derives a numerical value from the user's interactions with the item (click-through data, like/dislike actions, time spent on a task, etc.). The data structure used in CF is known as the rating matrix R . It is described as R U × I , representing a set of users U, where u ∈ { 1 , . . . , N} and a set of items I, where i ∈ { 1 , . . . , M} . Each element R ui is the user u feedback to item i . Fig. 1 presents such matrix.
The CF algorithms are organized into two major classes: memory-based and model-based [5] . Memory-based algorithms apply heuristics to a rating matrix to compute recommendations, whereas model-based algorithms induce a model from a rating matrix and use the model to recommend items. Memory-based algorithms are mostly represented by Nearest Neighbor (NN) strategies, while model-based algorithms work with Matrix Factorization (MF). A memory-based algorithm follows 3 steps: 1) calculate the similarity between users or items, 2) create a neighborhood of similar users or items and 3) generate recommendations by sorting similar items. MF assumes that the original rating matrix values can be approximated by the multiplication of matrices with latent features that capture the underlying data patterns. Several MF algorithms have been successfully used in CF, namely, SVD++, SGD and ALS. Further information regarding this topic is available elsewhere [21] .
Evaluation
The evaluation of RSs can be performed by offline and online procedures. Offline evaluation splits the dataset into training and testing subsets (using sampling strategies, such as k-fold cross-validation [18] ) and assesses the performance of the trained model on the testing dataset (see Fig. 2 ). However, in order to compare the predicted and original values, there is an important difference from conventional k-fold cross validation: the test data must be split into hidden and observable instances.
Another important issue lies in the scopes for the evaluation metrics [25] :
• for rating accuracy, error metrics such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE) or Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) must be used; • for classification accuracy, one must use Precision/Recall measures or Area Under the Curve (AUC);
• for ranking accuracy, the typical metrics are Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [22, 24] The online evaluation arose from the necessity of assessing other aspects beyond those accessible offline, in which the actual input of a real user cannot be reproduced in a better way [18] . The most popular metric is the user acceptance ratio, which refers to the amount of items the user liked divided by the total amount of items recommended to the user. Additional online evaluation metrics are described elsewhere [43] . 
Metalearning
MtL is concerned with discovering patterns in data and understanding the effect on the behavior of algorithms [41] . It has been extensively used for algorithm selection [32, 35, 39] . The algorithm selection task can be viewed as a learning problem itself, by casting it as a predictive task. For such, it uses a metadataset, where each meta-example corresponds to a dataset. For each meta-example, the predictive features are characteristics (metafeatures) extracted from the corresponding dataset and the targets are the performance (metalabels) of a set of algorithms when they are applied to the dataset [6] .
A MtL process addresses the algorithm selection problem similarly to a traditional learning process. It induces a metamodel, which can be seen as the metaknowledge able to explain why certain algorithms work better than others in datasets with specific characteristics. The metamodel can also be used to predict the best algorithm(s) for a new dataset/problem [38] . Fig. 3 presents the training stage of the MtL process.
One of the main challenges in MtL is to define which are the metafeatures that effectively describe how strongly a dataset matches the bias of each algorithm [6] . The MtL literature divides the metafeatures into three main groups [38, 41] : statistical and/or information-theoretical, model-based and landmarkers.
Statistical and/or information-theoretical metafeatures describe the dataset characteristics using a set of measures from statistics and information theory. These metafeatures assume that there are patterns in the dataset which can be related to the most suitable algorithms for these datasets. Examples include simple measures, such as the number of examples and features in the dataset, to more advanced measures, such as entropy, skewness and kurtosis of features and even mutual information and correlation between features [6] .
Model-based characteristics are properties extracted from models induced from the dataset. In a classification or regression MtL scenario, they refer, for instance, to the number of leaf nodes in a decision tree [6] . The rationale is that there is a relationship between model characteristics and algorithm performance which cannot be captured from the data directly. For instance, a decision tree with an unusually large number of leaf nodes may indicate overfitting.
Finally, landmarkers are fast estimates of the algorithm performance on the dataset. There are two different types of landmarkers: those obtained from the application of fast and simple algorithms on complete datasets (e.g. a decision stump can be regarded as a simplified version of a decision tree) and those which are achieved by using complete models for samples of datasets, also known as subsampling landmarkers [6] (e.g. applying the full decision tree on a sample).
Algorithm selection for Recommender Systems
The problem of algorithm selection was first conceptualized by Rice [33] , which defined the following search spaces:
• the problem space P , representing the set of instances of a problem;
• the feature space F , containing measurable characteristics of the instances generated by a feature extraction process applied to an instance of P ;
• the algorithm space A , as the set of all suitable algorithms for the problem;
• the performance space Y , which represents the mapping of each algorithm to a set of performance measures;
Considering this framework, the problem of algorithm selection can be stated as: "for a given problem instance x ∈ P, with features f ( x ) ∈ F, find the selection mapping S ( f ( x )) into the algorithm space A, such that the selected algorithm α ∈ A maximizes the performance mapping y ( α( x )) ∈ Y. " [33] .
In the scope of this work, the problem space P is a set of recommendation datasets, the feature space F is composed by the metafeatures used to describe the datasets, the algorithm space A contains all the available algorithms and the performance space Y is described by a set of suitable evaluation measures.
Methodology
In order to perform a systematic review on algorithm selection for RSs, several online databases were consulted: Elsevier's Scopus, Thomson Reuters's Web of Science, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Google Scholar and ACM Digital Library. The keywords combined the keywords: "Recommender System", "metalearning", "algorithm selection" and "performance prediction". This document reviews only approaches that relate the performance of RS algorithms with data characteristics.
Research questions
Considering the MtL workflow, the most important dimensions of the algorithm selection problem for RS were identified. The dimensions are split into of base-and metalevels and are translated into Research Questions (RQ): 
Related work
The literature provides a few approaches for the RS algorithm selection problem. The first work studies the CF algorithm selection problem by mapping the data onto a graph instead of a rating matrix [19] . Graph-dependent metafeatures are derived to select among NN algorithms. The selection process takes advantage of a domain-dependent rules-based model.
Other papers analyzed the rating matrix using statistical and/or information-theoretical metafeatures to select among NN and MF algorithms [2, 13] . The problems were addressed as regression tasks, where the goal was to optimize the RMSE performance.
An alternative approach, using a decision tree regression model, was developed later [16] . It studied the underlying relationship between user ratings and neighborhood data and the expected error of the recommendations of a NN algorithm. This approach focused on describing metafeatures for users, instead of the entire dataset.
Another proposal looked to the co-ratings instead of the original ratings [26] . This extended the original data available in the rating matrix with relationships among users. It uses a regression model to predict the RMSE performance of NN and MF algorithms.
The algorithm selection problem was extended beyond CF, when a GR approach was proposed [49] . It used several classification algorithms to rank vote aggregation algorithms. For such, it derives domain-dependent metafeatures and relates them with the performance of the algorithms in terms of error.
The most comprehensive MtL study for CF algorithm selection studies the selection of MF algorithms using an extensive experimental setup [10] . It considers multiple algorithms and evaluation metrics at both the base-and metalevels. Furthermore, it proposed a set of systematically generated metafeatures which extends the union of almost all the ones available in the previous literature.
The related work for the literature review is presented in Table 1 . Each work is described in terms of the RQ identified earlier. Some RQs are sub-divided, using the notation:
• The baselevel algorithms (RQ3) are organized by type -Heuristics (H), Nearest Neighbors (NN), Matrix Factorization (MF) and others (O).
• The base-evaluation measures (RQ4) are organized into error based (E), classification accuracy (CA) and ranking accuracy (RA).
• The metafeatures (RQ5) are divided according to the subject evaluated: user (U), item (I), ratings (RT), data structure (S) and others (O).
• The metatargets (RQ6) are: 1) best algorithm (BA), 2) ranking of algorithms (RA) and 3) performance estimation (PE).
• The metalevel algorithms (RQ7) use classification (C), regression (RG) or other (O) types of algorithms. Table 1 Summary table on the algorithm selection problem for RS. Each column refers to the RQ identified in this work (see Section 4.2 ): RQ1 (recommendation strategies), RQ2 (baselevel datasets), RQ3 (baselevel algorithms), RQ4 (baselevel evaluation measures), RQ5 (metafeatures), RQ6 (metatarget), RQ7 (meta-algorithms) and RQ8 (metalevel evaluation). RQ 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are divided in several categories (see Section 4.3 ).
Baselevel Metalevel
Ref.
Discussion
This section analyses the results presented in Table 1 regarding the several aspects identified in the RQ (see Section 4.2 ).
Recommendation strategies
Since this research area is still in the early stages (all works were published in the last 6 years), it is expected that only a few RS strategies would have been studied. In fact, like in the RS research area, the majority of the researches has been performed on CF. This is justified by the lack of public frameworks beyond this recommendation strategy. The exception is a recent study on the algorithm selection problem for Group Recommendation (GR) [49] . Therefore, it is essential to 1) expand the scope of RS strategies studied and 2) perform a deeper analysis of the algorithm selection problem for CF.
Datasets
Most related work use at most 4 datasets to investigate algorithm selection, with the exception of the most recent work [10] . While on some cases this may be acceptable if the problem is appropriately modeled (for instance, select the best algorithm for each user instead of per each dataset [16] ), this small number is usually a drawback. In fact, algorithm selection strategies must use a large amount of diverse datasets to ensure a proper exploration of the problem space P . This dimension must be improved, although there are few public datasets.
The public datasets used in the related work are: Amazon Reviews [27] , BookCrossing [50] , Epinions [34] , Flixter [48] , Jester [15] , LastFM [3] , MovieLens [17] , MovieTweetings [12] , Netflix [29] , Tripadvisor [42] and Yahoo! Music [45] . Only two works use private data [19, 49] , which are excluded from further analysis.
The results show a large variation in how frequent each dataset is used in these works. The most common dataset belongs to the MovieLens category (used 5 times out of 7). This follows the trend in the RS research area, where these datasets are considered benchmarks. The second choices fell on the Flixter, Jester and Netflix datasets. While the first two are used in about half of the works, the Netflix dataset is more frequent and should be present in more studies. It became popularity after a world-wide competition that finished in 2009 [21] . However, the main difficulty lies with the fact that the dataset is no longer available for download. The remaining datasets appear only once.
Although it is important to analyze the related work in terms of amount and source of the datasets, it is even more important to review some of their characteristics. The inspection of the datasets characteristics illustrates the following aspects: 1) the number of users and items is rather small when compared to the number of ratings, 2) the sparsity values are usually greater than 0.9 and 3) the most common rating scale ranges from 1 to 5. Overall, the datasets cover a wide range in terms of scale and structure of the rating matrix in CF. This shows that the collection of public datasets is representative, although not exhaustive. Several points need to be improved, including the analysis of different levels of sparsity and understanding the effects on the performance and to extend the types of scales used. These improvements can be obtained by creating artificial datasets. This can be achieved by applying permutations to the original datasets (maintaining some global characteristics), by creating entirely new data recurring to well-known distributions, by adding noise to the datasets or by creating artificial datasets using simulation [9] .
Baselevel algorithms
The baselevel algorithms frequently used are distributed in the following categories: Heuristics (18), MF (16), NN (8) and Others (1) . The fact that MF and NN approaches are abundant is expected, since they are the most commonly used in CF. The large amount of heuristics refers mostly to the GR approach, which studies 11 algorithms of this nature. In CF, heuristics are typically associated with naive approaches, such as random and most popular algorithms. It is also clear that newer studies change the focus from NN algorithms to MF. This is expected, since MF is now the standard in CF.
The most frequently used algorithms are user-based NN and SVD++, closely followed by item-based NN. This represents the most basic approaches for CF and are therefore available in a larger amount of recommendation platforms. Newer approaches, such as MF (besides SVD++), are usually more difficult to find in recommendation platforms. This is an important limitation, given MF's relevance. Averages and most popular algorithms are more common than a random approach. This is expected, since they are better baselines [21] .
Although the algorithms used are suitable for CF, the authors do not know of any study that takes in account a complete and diverse pool of algorithms. Even the most recent and complete study fails in pursuing NN algorithms [10] . In order to properly explore the algorithm space A for CF, it is important to evaluate the new algorithms. Nowadays, there is a large number of resources to conduct experimental evaluations, specially for CF. However, none of them deals with the algorithm selection problem. A platform for model management that could integrate several RS algorithms and datasets, while providing faithful and fair evaluation would be the best solution to this problem. However, the closest systems are frameworks devoted solely to the evaluation of RSs [36] . Table 1 shows that most evaluation measures are error based (used in 6 out of 7 works). On the other hand, accuracy measures (either classification or ranking based) are only used in 2 works. The most frequently used error measures are RMSE and MAE, classification accuracy evaluated through precision, recall and AUC and ranking accuracy assessed by MRR and NDCG. The evaluation procedures usually assess only one aspect of the recommendation process, contradicting the guidelines from the RS literature [18] . In fact, only 2 works expanded the evaluation scope [10, 19] . This clearly demonstrates the incompleteness of the evaluation in the related work. Further investigations are required to improve the exploration of the performance space Y , including increase the scope of offline evaluation measures and perform the same studies using online rather than offline evaluation procedures. The first can be achieved by using recent, yet not fully validated, measures. These try to assess non standard dimensions of the RS problem such as novelty, satisfaction and diversity. Also, online evaluation measures could be used to compare the actual feedback with the predictions, since they are claimed to be better.
Baselevel evaluation

Metafeatures
The metafeatures used in the related works are all statistical and information-theoretical measures. They can be organized into several categories: user (50), item (31), ratings distribution (11), data structure (12) and others (2) . Most of them focuses on users. In fact, some research uses only metafeatures of this dimension of the problem [13, 16, 49] . Characteristics related to the data structure are also common and are available in 4 out of 7 works. One work used all previous metafeatures in an user co-occurrence matrix [26] .
The number of metafeatures used usually ranges from 3 to 11, with only one exception that increases this number to 74 [10] . However, this is not necessarily an advantage. A smaller number avoids the curse of dimensionality and is more suitable when a small number of baseline algorithms are evaluated. However, assuming the existence of more recommendation algorithms, further and more diverse metafeatures should be studied to properly explore the feature space F .
The analysis of metafeatures in a deeper level allows us to understand which type of statistical and informationtheoretical measures were used in the related work. The functions used are mostly ratios, averages and sums. This is expected, since they are the simplest metafeatures found in the MtL literature. Entropy, Gini index and standard deviation appear in the second position (in 3 works). All other functions appear only once.
Despite the fact that diverse metafeatures are proposed, few studies look towards different aspects of the problem. In fact, 4 studies focus their metafeatures on a single subject, which typically is the user. Plus, there are few examples of metafeatures that look towards relationships between the different subjects of the problem. This makes difficult to find complex patterns in the data, restricting the metaknowledge extracted. Recent works have successfully extended the nature and amount of metafeatures, improving dataset characterization for CF algorithm selection. These extensions include: 1) propose and adapt new metafeatures for other RS strategies; 2) propose problem-specific (and eventually domain-specific) metafeatures and 3) study new metafeatures besides statistical and/or information-theoretical, such as for instance, landmarkers. This list is by no means exhaustive, since it is difficult to anticipate the necessities to properly describe the datasets of other RS problems besides CF. It is especially difficult when it comes to guarantee their informative power.
Metatarget
Related work on CF algorithm selection has adopted several metatargets. The most common is the performance estimation (PE), available in 4 out of 7 works. There are also two examples of best algorithm (BA) and ranking (RA) selections. Although recent works have looked beyond PE [10, 49] , real applications can benefit from the use of BA or RA due to interpretability issues.
Metalevel algorithms
Usually, only one algorithm is used in the metalevel. This algorithm must match the required metatarget. As can be seen in Table 1 , when PE is used as metatarget, regression algorithms are used (mainly linear regression algorithms). For BA and RA, popular classification algorithms, like rule based classifiers, Naive Bayes, SVM and kNN, are used. An exception happens when a custom procedure based on rules is used [19] . Although the number of algorithms used in the metalevel does not have the same impact as the number used in the baselevel, the use of a larger and more diverse set of algorithms in the metalevel increases the chances of uncover hidden relationships in the metadataset. Only two studies using more than one algorithm in the metalevel [10, 49] . A relevant future work is the application of RS on both the base-and metalevel. Although this topic has not received any attention so far for the selection of recommendation algorithms, it has been successful in other domains. Such works are important to understand whether MtL approaches are indeed the best way to tackle the algorithm selection problem.
Metalevel evaluation
The last RQ focuses on the evaluation measures used in the metalevel. Once again, these must be in conformity with the metatarget and meta-algorithm. This is noted by the usage of error based measures or correlation assessments for PE [2, 13, 16, 26] , classification accuracy measures for BA [10, 19] and ranking accuracy measures [49] . One can conclude that all related work performs validation for the algorithm selection task, while using suitable measures.
Summary
After reviewing in extent each key topic of the algorithm selection problem for CF, we present the key conclusions found:
• With the exception of one study on Group Recommendation, only CF has been studied on the algorithm selection problem.
• The public datasets are representative (although not exhaustive) and enough in recent works. However, previous studies use only few datasets.
• The pool of recommendation algorithms studied in algorithm selection studies is always suitable, but never complete.
• Most approaches evaluate CF with a single measure. However, recent studies are shifting the paradigm towards combining evaluation measures.
• Although a diverse set of metafeatures is available, the related works typically use few metafeatures.
• Although the typical metatarget is performance estimation, the trend has shifted towards choosing the best algorithm.
• Despite most studies working with regression algorithms to build metamodels, the change in metatarget has fueled the shift in meta-algorithms.
• Suitable metalevel evaluation measures were used in all related works.
Empirical study
As seen in the literature review, most related work use small scale experimental setups, which prevent the extraction of generic conclusions for RS. Furthermore, the datasets and algorithms used are different, making it difficult to quantitatively assess the merits of each approach. The main goal of this empirical study is to replicate the MtL approaches used by related works and to compare their performances on the same experimental setup. Thus, the baselevel experiments are constant for all approaches, and so are the meta-algorithms, metatarget and metalevel evaluation measures. The only difference is the set of metafeatures employed by each independent algorithm selection approach. More formally, the search spaces P, A and Y are fixed, while space F varies.
Related work
In order to choose the strategies which will be replicated in this experimental study, certain requirements must be established to ensure a fair evaluation:
• The recommendation strategy must be the same: this study will devote its attention to CF, since it is the most popular.
This filters the approach for GR [49] , since the metafeatures cannot be reproduced for the CF domain.
• The metafeatures must be specific to the dataset and not to users: the goal here is to compare strategies that select the best algorithm for a whole dataset. Therefore, studies which devotes attention to the selection of algorithms per CF user should be ruled out [13, 16] . However, studies with adaptations, by assuming average values for the entire dataset, are kept. For these metafeatures, samples of users are used, whose size is set as the maximum between the total number of users and 10 0 0. • The metafeatures must reflect the characteristics of either implicit or explicit feedback datasets: since the majority of approaches are designed for explicit feedback, the others are filtered [19] . This is required because the comparison of metafeatures for different rating scales would yield unfair and unreliable results.
In order to formalize the strategies presented, this study takes advantage of a systematic metafeature generation framework [31] . The framework requires three main elements: object o , function f and post-function pf . The process applies the function to the object and, afterwards, the post-functions to that outcome in order to generate a single metafeature value. Thus, this framework can be represented using the following notation: { o.f.pf }. Next, the different metafeatures strategies are presented, while formalized in this framework. Fig. 4 . Experimental procedure. This is an adaptation of Fig. 3 to the experiments carried out in this work.
Strategy A
This strategy generates metafeatures using the systematic framework [10] . It considers the objects o dataset, user and item and applies several functions f to characterize these objects: original ratings, sums of ratings, counts of ratings and average ratings. The post-functions pf used are maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, median, mode, entropy, Gini index, skewness and kurtosis. Details regarding the calculation of these functions are available elsewhere [28, 40] 
Strategy B
This strategy [26] creates an auxiliary data structure from which the metafeatures are extracted. This structure, known as co-ratings matrix, is created by 1) random sample of users in the original ratings matrix, 2) assigning users to different equivalence classes (EC) depending on the number of ratings assigned and 3) creating a co-ratings matrix that compares each pair of equivalence classes by the average number of common co-rated items. The metafeatures are: dataset.sparsity. ∅ , EC.co-ratings.gini and EC.co-ratings.entropy .
Strategy C
This strategy extracts the following metafeatures directly from the dataset [2] : dataset.density. ∅ , item.count.gini, item.count.skewness, user.count.gini, user.count.skewness and dataset.ratings.variance .
Strategy D
One of the strategies that required adaptation for this experimental study looks at the problem as the selection of algorithms per user [16] 
Strategy E
The other strategy that approached the algorithm selection on user level was also adapted [13] . However, due the simpler nature of the metafeatures used, it was required only to average the values across users. The metafeatures produced are: user.count.mean, user.mean.mean and user.variance.mean .
Experimental procedure
We present now the experimental procedure used to compare the merits of the several metafeatures strategies presented earlier. Fig. 4 presents the base-and metalevels in terms of data, algorithm and evaluation measures. Next we present each level in detail.
Baselevel
The baselevel experiments refer to the CF problem, where a collection of datasets is evaluated on a pool of suitable algorithms. The 38 datasets used are split up into several domains, namely Amazon Reviews [27] , BookCrossing [50] , Flixter [48] , Jester [15] , MovieLens [17] , MovieTweetings [12] , Tripadvisor [42] , Yahoo! Music and Movies [45] and Yelp [47] . It should be noted that a domain may contain multiple datasets. Table 2 presents the datasets and some of their basic characteristics. Experiments were carried out with MyMediaLite [14] . Two types of CF problems were addressed: Rating Prediction (RP) and Item Recommendation (IR). While in RP the goal is to predict the missing rating an user would assign to a new instance, in IR the goal is to recommend a list of ranked items matching the user's preferences. Since the problems are different, so are the algorithms and evaluation measures. The following CF algorithms were used in this work for the RP problem: Matrix Factorization (MF), Biased Matrix Factorization (BMF), Latent Feature Log Linear Model (LFLLM)), SVD++, 3 variants of Sigmoid Asymmetric Factor Model (SIAFM, SUAFM and SCAFM), User Item Baseline (UIB) and Global Average (GA). In the case of IR, the algorithms used are BPRMF, Weighted BPRMF (WBPRMF), Soft Margin Ranking MF (SMRMF), WRMF and Most Popular (MP). Nearest neighbor algorithms are excluded due to incompatibility with the size of the datasets.
In IR, the algorithms are evaluated using the ranking accuracy metric Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and the classification accuracy metric Area Under the Curve (AUC). In the case of RP, the algorithms are evaluated using the error based measures Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE). All performances were assessed using 10-fold cross-validation. Following the standard approach in MtL research, the algorithms were trained using the default parameters suggested in the literature or the implementation used. By not tuning the parameters of the baselevel algorithms, the optimal performance of each algorithm is not obtained. However, it prevents us from biasing the performance results in favor of any of the algorithms, thus ensuring a fair assessment.
Metalevel
The metalevel setup includes the metafeatures, the metatarget and the measures used to evaluate the metamodels. The metafeature extraction process involves applying all strategies discussed in Section 5.1 to all CF datasets listed in Table 2 . The outcome is 5 different sets of metafeatures. The metatarget is built by identifying the best algorithm for each specific dataset. Since we use different baselevel evaluation measures, then it is expected that different algorithms are selected as the best choice for a specific dataset for different measures. Thus, NDCG and AUC are used to select the best algorithms in IR tasks, while in RP tasks, RMSE and NMAE are used. This creates 4 different metatargets, which when combined with the 5 different sets of metafeatures, leads to the total amount of 20 metadatasets to be used in the algorithm selection problem.
These problems are addressed as classification tasks. We tested 11 algorithms on each of those metadatasets, with different biases: ctree, C4.5, C5.0, kNN, LDA, Naive Bayes, SVM (linear, polynomial and radial kernels), random forest and a baseline algorithm: majority vote. The majority vote does not take into account any metafeatures and always predicts the class which appears more often. Since the metadatasets have a reduced number of examples, the accuracy of the metalevel algorithms was estimated using a leave one out strategy.
Results
Metalevel accuracy
The metalevel performance of the strategies regarding the accuracy of the metamodels in each metatarget is presented in Figs. 5-8 . In each figure, all strategies are presented alongside each other, to facilitate their comparison. Within each figure, the accuracy of the best tuned meta-algorithms are presented. There are also indications regarding the baseline, i.e. majority voting. Thus, a model whose performance is lower than the baseline, is not considered informative. Two other reference values are also presented: the mean accuracy of all algorithms and the mean accuracy of the top 3 best meta-algorithms. Their purpose is to understand the robustness of the strategies on the average and best case scenarios, respectively. Regarding Fig. 5 , one can observe that all strategies except C have average performances above the baseline. Strategy C has a poor performance, since only one of the meta-algorithms (knn) beats the baseline. This strategy is also responsible by the worst performance, obtained with SVM with linear kernel. Strategy A barely beats the baseline, since two algorithms score below and six have the same performance of the baseline. This strategy only works with the models built with c4.5 and Naive Bayes. All remaining strategies have comparable performance, although strategy B seems slightly better. One important aspect is the performance of the c4.5 algorithm, which obtains the highest performance across all strategies. In terms of the average performance of the top 3 models, all strategies outperform the baseline. However, strategies B and D have higher performance, but with different algorithms. While the best algorithms in B are c4.5, c5.0 and Naive Bayes, in D they are ctree, random forest and SVM with polynomial kernel.
The performance results for the NDCG metatarget are presented in Fig. 6 . Here, all strategies beat the baseline both in terms of average of all models and average of the best 3 models. In fact, there are only three occasions in which the baseline is not beaten: for the algorithm Naive Bayes in strategies B, D and E. The strategy with the best performance in both types of averages is D. It has the 4 best models found for this metatarget (c4.5, c5.0, ctree and random forest). The worst strategy by average of all algorithms is E, although this is mainly due to the low performance of the Naive Bayes algorithm. In terms of the average of the top 3 algorithms, strategy A performs slightly worst than the others. However, the worst algorithm in this strategy is the ctree, whose performance is similar to the baseline. Fig. 7 presents the results for the RMSE metatarget. In terms of the average performance of all algorithms, A is the worst, since it is the only to score below the baseline. This is fueled by the performance of three algorithms (c5.0, LDA and SVM with linear kernel). The best strategies in this case are B, C and D, with low variation on the performance results, although all have one algorithm that was unable to beat the baseline: LDA. In terms of the performance of the top 3 algorithms, all strategies yield good results, well above the baseline. The best and second best strategies in this case are D (with algorithms SVM with linear and polynomial kernels) and B (achieving highest performance with Naive Bayes), respectively.
Finally, the accuracy results for the NMAE metatarget are presented in Fig. 8 . This metatarget has the worst results when considering the average accuracy of all models per strategy: four strategies present values below the baseline and only strategy B has a slightly higher accuracy, which may not be significant. In this metatarget, several algorithms perform poorly, such as the examples of the c5.0 for strategy E and LDA in strategy A. On top of this, at most 3 algorithms per strategy are able to beat the baseline. The only algorithm to beat the baseline in all strategies is the polynomial SVM. When the comparison considers the average performance of the top 3 algorithms, the scenario changes: all strategies yield good results. The best results are achieved with strategy E and algorithm LDA.
Baselevel impact
An important aspect to evaluate in MtL problems is the impact of the metamodels trained on the baselevel performance. For such, the metamodels are evaluated by the performance of the baselevel algorithm predicted as the best in each dataset. The values are then averaged to obtain a single value that depicts the overall performance of the metamodel across all datasets. In these comparisons, two elements are crucial: the performance provided by the baseline metamodel (i.e. majority voting), the lower bound, and the so called oracle, which contains the performance of the actual best algorithm, the upper bound. This analysis is important to understand the real value of the metamodels and especially since it is missing in the original works. Fig. 9 presents the results from all strategies across all metatargets. In each pair strategy-metatarget, the baselevel performance from all meta-algorithms is shown. The baseline and oracle results are presented as the red and green horizontal lines, respectively. The results were presented in a format to facilitate their readability. All values are independently scaled and the results for RMSE and NMAE were inverted to uniform the analysis process. Thus, although the goal is to minimize these measures, the inverted scale allows the following analysis: an algorithm is better than another if its performance is higher.
The results show that metatarget NDCG has the largest number of metamodels whose performance is better than the baseline. In fact, in all strategies, there is only one example below the baseline. On the other extreme, RMSE and NMAE present the worst results. Here, most algorithms perform similar to or worse than the baseline. In the case of RMSE, the gap between the best metamodels and the oracle is the highest. While the results for NDCG and NMAE are expected, the RMSE case is a surprise. It shows that although the metalevel accuracy for this problem is acceptable for a subset of models, the impact on the performance of the recommendation problem is low.
Regarding strategies, the results are overall balanced across metatargets. However, there are some exceptions, such as strategies C, D and E for metatarget NDCG and strategy D for metatarget AUC. In all these cases, the results from all algorithms score above the baseline. There is no pair strategy-metatarget whose baselevel performance of all algorithms is always equal to or lower than the baseline, although the performance of the best metamodels on the RMSE metatarget is just slightly above the baseline.
Computational cost
One important aspect to be evaluated in the comparison of metafeature strategies is the amount of time required for metafeature extraction. Table 3 presents the recorded values for the total and average amount of time required. While the first refers to the time required to extract all metafeatures for all datasets, the second indicates the average time for one dataset. This last value is an indicator of the time required for the application on a future new problem.
According to the results, strategies C, A and E are the fastest, respectively, and the only that seem feasible in terms of computational resources. These results are expected due to fact that their metafeatures are the simplesy and require only the rating matrix to be produced. On the other hand, strategies D and B are the most time consuming. The reason behind it lies with the usage of alternative data structures and the extraction of more detailed metafeatures.
Discussion
The main observations from this empirical study are the following:
• All strategies outperform the baseline with regards to the average of the top 3 algorithms. However, in terms of average performance, the strategies only seem to be effective for the NDCG metatarget, while failing for the NMAE. Regarding AUC and RMSE, there is no clear pattern. These observations indicate that solving the CF algorithm selection problem using MtL is feasible and an efficient alternative to the standard empirical study. However, it also sheds light on an important problem: the practitioner must decide what is the criteria to select the best algorithm, since the metatargets will reflect different behaviors. And if the metatargets are different, then different metafeatures are required to solve the problem.
• When comparing the average performances across metatargets, strategy D yields the best results, closely followed by B. Strategies A, C and E have the worst performances, although in different metatargets. The best strategies have in common the fact that they explore the datasets in more detail and focus the metafeatures (directly or indirectly) on the user interactions. This may be an indication that future work should look towards more complex metafeatures such as those used in these works.
• The best and worst meta-algorithms across metatargets appear to be the polynomial SVM and LDA, respectively. This can be seen by inspecting the top positions of each algorithm in each combination of strategy and metatarget. Other algorithms do not have such an evident pattern. It is hard to attempt to explain why does this phenomenon occur. Clearly the bias in the algorithms is the responsible factor, although the actual reasons are still unknown.
• In terms of baselevel impact, the strategies work well for the NDCG metatarget and poorly for RMSE. The performance in terms of strategies is comparable, although there are some special cases. This points to the importance of this type of analysis: although one can rank the strategies accordingly to the metalevel accuracy, the results show that their impact on the baselevel is lower than expected.
• There is a trade-off between accuracy and computational time. The most accurate strategies has a processing time up to one thousand times lower than the time required for the fastest strategy. However, the performance is these cases is not optimal. It will be up to the practitioner to decide which one to use.
In order to validate the observations, statistical significance tests were performed. Most validations are calculated with ANOVA (to understand if there are differences in the populations studied in each observation) and Tukey's honest significant difference tests (to understand whether the differences are statistical significant or not). Table 4 presents the results of the Tukey's test for the following null hypothesis: there is no difference in performance among baseline (base), average performance of all algorithms (avg) and average performance of the top 3 algorithms (top3) for each metatarget and on a general point of view. The p -values are highlighted if the differences are significant, i.e. p -value < 0.05. One can assert that the average of the top 3 algorithms are indeed better than the baseline. The results also show that the only metatarget for which the average of all algorithms is statistical significantly better than the baseline is NDCG. The variance in the results for the other metatargets make it impossible to make such assertion for those cases. However, on the analysis for all metatargets, the difference remains statistically significant. It is also possible to conclude that the average top 3 is better than average of all algorithms for the NDCG, NMAE and RMSE metatargets and also on a global point of view.
In order to validate the statistical significance in the ranking of strategies, the previous tests, but with the results aggregated by strategy, can be performed. The comparisons are made for each metatarget and also for the combination of all metatargets. The p -values for the pairwise comparison using Tukey's test are presented in Table 5 . The results show that the observations regarding the ranking of strategies do not hold statistical significance, except for few special cases. In fact, when considering all metatargets, the only statistically significant difference is that strategy D is better than the baseline. All other comparisons in the set of all metatargets do not hold any statistical significant value. This trend extends when the comparison is made for each metatarget, with the exception of AUC. Here, there is evidence to support that B is better than the baseline and that C is worse than B, D and E. In the NDCG metatarget, D is also shown to be better than the baseline.
The statistical significance of multiple algorithms on multiple datasets can be verified using Critical Difference (CD) diagrams [11] . This consists of plotting the average ranking position for each element being compared and calculate the CD interval that states that there is no evidence in the data to show that the elements within that interval can be considered different. In CD plots, two elements not connected by a line can be considered different, i.e., one algorithm is ranked higher than the other. In this work, the datasets are provided by the combinations of metafeature strategies and metatargets, which refer to the independent and dependent variables, respectively.
The CD diagram in Fig. 10 allows to confirm that SVM polynomial is the highest ranked algorithm. However, there are no statistically significant differences among SVM polynomial, SVM radial, C4.5, KNN and SVM linear. Despite this, one can assert that SVM polynomial is better than Naive Bayes, ctree, random forest, C5.0, LDA and the baseline majority voting. In terms of statistical significance, no other conclusions can be drawn from this diagram.
Conclusions
This work analyzes in depth the problem of algorithm selection for Recommender Systems, with focus on Collaborative Filtering. It starts with a systematic literature review regarding related work. In this review, the problem is framed within the classical Metalearning conceptual framework and each of the available works is presented and discussed on the several dimensions of the problem. Afterwards, an empirical study is performed to assess the quality of a subset of the approaches discussed on the selection of algorithms. Experimental results regarding the metalevel accuracy, baselevel impact and computational resources are presented, discussed and statistically validated.
The literature review shows that most work is performed on Collaborative Filtering, with a reduced number of datasets, algorithms and evaluation measures in the base-level. However, recent works have improved such dimensions, effectively contributing to advances in the field. In terms of meta-level, there are several approaches which look at the algorithm selection problem in different and valid perspectives. Most works used regression approaches with a wide range of metafeatures. However, there was no comparison among them, which prevents the understanding of their merits.
To solve this problem, we conducted an empirical study. It has shown that, in the best case scenarios, all strategies are able to create effective models to solve the algorithm selection problem. However, in a deeper look, all strategies have different behaviors depending on the metatargets and meta-algorithms used, which indicates that the research problem is not yet solved. The results have also shown that strategy D is statistical significantly better than the baseline, although the same conclusions cannot be drawn regarding the other strategies. The main conclusion of this study lies in the fact that there is no single best strategy that always outperforms the others, but rather aspects on which the performance is better. The authors highlighted the advantages and weaknesses of each work, but leave the choice of metafeature strategy to the practitioner. Nevertheless, the knowledge gathered in this document allows to positively direct future work in this research topic.
